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From the Principal’s desk
After a rejuvenating Diwali vacation, the students and staff returned to
campus with many tales to share about the festivities and reunion with
families and friends. The onset of winter was evident as the days got shorter
and the evenings got nippy.
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Children’s Day celebrations rekindled the teacher-taught relationship. Love
and respect deepened for the gurus who immersed themselves into making
the day memorable for the children. The campus atmosphere was filled with
mutual love and respect, dedication and gratitude!
The next few weeks witnessed frenetic activity towards preparation for the
much awaited Founder’s Day. Kala Manthan - the cultural presentation - was
the culmination of talents and endeavours through Art, Music, Dance, Fashion
and the year’s work was on display at the Exhibition. To know more, please
read on…

CHEERS AND CELEBRATIONS
Children’s Day
November 14 - A day devoted to celebrating childhood,

Rachit Singhi, Class IV writes...

Children’s Day was replete with celebrations focussed on

It was a day of fun and merriment for me. I thoroughly

children and their enjoyment. A day full of excitement and

enjoyed the games, the yummy food and the cultural

fun was organised with traditional games accentuating

programme presented by my teachers. The sack race

the revelry. The children appreciated the beautiful cards

was fun. I also played ball throw, tug of war with my

specially designed for them by their teachers. A cultural

friends and got Mehndi applied on my palms

evening was organised by the teachers. This was followed
by a dance party and a delicious menu spread.

To Kiddos with Love

Moments of Fun

Blanket Volleyball

Our Indigenous – Sack Race

Picture Perfect
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Dance it Out
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Founder’s Day
December 3 - The audience applauded our students as

The Dean of Pastoral Care, Lt. Col.(Retd) S.P. Sharma

they presented ‘Kala Manthan’- the theme of this year’s

thanked all for their motivating presence.

cultural event. The exhibition was indeed impressive with
The cultural program included medley of songs and

working models and charts on various subjects and topics.

dances, English and Hindi plays and a unique Cultural

The chief guest Dr. Jaimini Bhagwati, former Indian High

Couture show wherein, The Sagar School students

Commissioner to UK, gave away the awards to the class

hailing from 22 States and 7 Countries walked the ramp

XII CBSE 2015-16 toppers namely Divyanshu Mahajan,

in their ethnic attires. The exhibition included informative

Chetna Saini, Kanika Marwah and Venerability Dhar. 10

and innovative working models from the departments of

CGPA achievers from class X - Muskan Rungta, Akula

sciences, languages, social sciences, nature and crafts

Bisht, Nandaraj Wahengbam, Navdeep Malik and Aniket

club, art and astronomical club – these were highly

Sharma were also felicitated.

appreciated by all. The fete with mouth-watering food
Other meritorious students who were awarded are - Krish

stalls and attractive games was a huge success.

Agarwal, Aksham Hawaibam, Shourya Sharma, Karanpreet
Akula Bisht, class XI shares…

Singh, Priyanka Advani, Pragya Choudhary, Vedant Mathur
and Archana Yengkhom.

This Founder’s Day was an altogether new experience
for me. Practicing with my co-host Bangkin Perme was

Mr. Ashif Ikbal, English teacher was felicitated for his

fun and we had a lot of jovial moments. On the D-day,

exemplary contribution as an educator.

I was edgy at first when I took to the stage but confidence
Giving away the trophies and certificates, Dr. Bhagwati,

started building and I got a lot of compliments from

spoke to the students on the importance of taking lessons

everyone around. The best part for me was the satisfaction

from the past and learning from achievers like Madam

after the show.

Curie, Yamini Krishnamurthy and Satyendra Nath Bose.
Rigzin Wangmo, class VI writes…
The Chairperson, Ms. Rosemary Sagar recalled the vision
The Founder’s Day brought in boundless joy and

of our Founder, Dr. Sagar who aspired for each student to

happiness amongst all. I participated in the Bhangra dance

be self-driven and a contributor to the society.

and had immense fun there. Though I was nervous yet
The Director, Ms. Sharmistha Julka stressed on the

it was enjoyable as I learnt new dance steps and moves.

importance of non-discrimination, respect for elders and

The games and the food stalls were an attraction for all. I

the need to protect the environment.

played games, had lots of delicacies and enjoyed with my
friends. It is a day that I’ll never forget.

The Annual Report was presented by the Principal,
Dr. Deepak Raj Singh Bisht.
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Christmas Day

Pranshu Garg bagged second position in the Inter-School
Photography Competition hosted by Ryan International
School at Gurgaon in collaboration with Canon.

December 16 - Christmas waved its magic wand
over the entire School and illuminated each nook and
corner, touching everyone with its festive spirit. Santa
brought along with him a bag full of good wishes
and cheers. Christmas carols filled the air with joy &
rejoicing.

Moment of Pride
Santa Came Calling

Pranshu Garg, class IX shares…
My passion for photography got an all new recognition
as I took home this award. Though I outwardly appeared
confident, there were traces of nervousness within. I
participated in all the three scheduled events – ‘Click a
spot’, ‘Flip a board’ and ‘Surprise’. I won the second spot
in the ‘Surprise’ category. There was time constraint but I
managed to pull it off. I expressed my gratitude to all my
teachers and my dear parents who have all supported me
in my passion and brought me to this platform where my
talent is being acknowledged.

Chriﬆmas Carols

Ace Photographer @
The Sagar School

Shutter Shots

Petal Perfect
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INTERNATIONAL FLAVOUR
International Anti-corruption Day

The presentation emphasised on the need to bring
positive change in the lives of the mountain people and

December 9 - ‘Anti-Corruption Starts From You.’
Every individual must fight corruption if we desire utopia,

their environment around the world as they host ancient
indigenous communities which possess and maintain
precious knowledge, traditions and languages.

it is imperative to sensitize the young minds to fight this
menace. A special assembly was conducted to this effect
wherein a power point presentation focussing on the
present scenario and the ways to combat corruption was
shown along with a video on the subject. Speaking on the
occasion, the Principal reiterated the same through real
life examples and experiences.

Enlightened Students

International Human Rights Day
December 13 - ‘Today’s human rights violations are the
causes of tomorrow’s conflicts’
Voicing Against Corruption

An enlightening and powerful presentation on Human
Rights, its origin and importance in society was organised

International Mountain Day

to acquaint and sensitise the students on the issue during
the morning assembly.

Inspirational
December 12 - ‘Mountain Cultures - celebrating diversity
and strengthening identity’ was the theme of the special
assembly conducted on the occasion of the International
Mountain Day. The aim was to create awareness about
the importance of mountains to life and to highlight the
opportunities and constraints in mountain development
to build alliances.
Being Human with Rights
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SOCIAL OUTREACH AND ENDEAVOURS
IAYP Ventures
IAYP volunteers continue to create awareness amongst
the Malliyer villagers about their rights for protection
against corruption. A questionnaire was prepared related
to the ration card, subsidies to farmers, midday meal
facilities at the local school, Anganwadi Kendra and other
assistance provided by the government. The villagers
were interviewed and judged on their knowledge of the
same. They responded positively and appreciated this
exercise.
Spreading Knowledge

ACADEMICS AND SCHOLASTIC EXTENSIONS

National Creativity Olympiad Meera Model School, Delhi

Industrial Visit - Parle
Industrial Unit@Neemrana,
December 15

December 10 - 11 students cleared the first round of
National Creativity Olympiad and participated in the

Yuvraj Gandhi, class XI writes...

second round which was held in three phases - MCQs,
subjective answers and an activity. Aman Agarwal of class

23 of us students along with Mr. Suraj Gir & Ms. Shweta Singh

X secured 6th rank at the All India Level, winning a cash

visited Parle Biscuits Private Limited, Neemrana for an

prize of Rs.1500/-. Kudos!

industrial visit as part of the Entrepreneurship Curriculum.
At their auditorium we watched a short movie on the
range of Parle products and also their Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) activities. This was followed by
a group activity on managerial skills. We were then
led to the production plant and the candy factory. The
manufacturing process comprising various stages such
as raw material mixing, moulding, baking, testing and
packing was explained to us. We then proceeded to the
mini unit of the Parle Group where we savoured varieties
of candies. Yummy!

Test of Creativity
Aishwarya Sharma, class IX shares...
We had a wonderful experience to take the exams at the
National level. The teachers of the host school were very
cooperative; the exercises were really interesting and
engaging. Overall it was a great learning experience!
Budding Entrepreneurs
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ASTRONOMY CLUB NEWS
Playing Card Game on
Solar System Quiz

Q. Which is the second smallest planet in the Solar System?
A. With Pluto out, Mercury is the smallest and Mars is the
second smallest.

Mr. Ajay Talwar our visiting astronomer writes:

The next step in the project was to find correct answers
and make answer slides or illustrations. Interest in the
project increased tremendously. Soon the playing card
deck was ready. Each card had a barcode.
Q. How much weight is added to Earth every day?
A. About 300-400 tonnes of meteors burn up in the
Earth’s atmosphere and add weight to Earth every day.

Preparation for the Solar System Quiz started off with
junior and senior Astronomy club students putting
together 400-500 questions on the Solar System. They
had to scan and locate interesting questions from about a
dozen astronomy books. A quick stream of questions and
related discussions followed. This resulted in a rising
interest in various topics in astronomy.

The Solar System Card game was quite popular amongst
the students and parents at Founder’s Day exhibition.

Q. Where do you find Tansen in the Solar System?
A. It is a crater on planet Mercury. Craters on Mercury are
named after musicians and artists of the world. Other
Indian

names

on

Mercury

are

Shergill,

Thakur

Joke
Q. Which chemical element was named after a planet?

(Rabindranath Tagore), Tyagaraja, Valmiki, Varma (Raja

A. If you answer Mercury, you’re wrong!

Ravi), Vyasa.

Completing this project was a complete joyful experience

The next step in the project was to segregate questions into

for everyone involved.

Crazy, Difficult, Easy, Easier and Joker questions. 13 crazy

Learning should always be fun. They should be having a

questions would be assigned to Spades, difficult to Hearts,
Easy to Diamonds, Easier ones to Clubs. It would really

ball. It’s amazing how much they remember when it is fun.

make you think about all the planets in the Solar System.

What we learn
with
pleasure
we never forget!
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SPORTING TIMES
Inter-House Athletics
Championship
November, 10 to 16

Scaling the Heights
The skill and stamina of our students was very evident in
athletics.

The event trophy was claimed by Emerald

House. The best Athletes - Aaron Engti of class XI, Ashish
Jakhar of class X, Deepak Jakhar of class VII, Pragya
Choudhary of class X and Tadar Kelyie of class VI were
Champions

awarded mementos in various divisions.

Inter-House Basketball
Championship
November, 16 to 24
The trophy was lifted by Emerald House and the House
champions, Mohit Dayma of class IX, Sailesh Gehlot and
Archana Yengkhom of class XII bagged the best
performer awards in various age categories

Advance Step

Steps to Win
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CO - CURRICULAR ZONES
Global Scribes
Global Scribes has
introduced
Nature

'Science

Club'

which

and
is

creating a lot of interest
amongst the student body.
Showing a great deal of
enthusiasm and dedication
in

our

Music

GS:

International

Team

Merging Globally

members

headed by Aditya Grover
achieved the benchmark of
creating

their

very

own

website which is linked with
online radio and is now
accessible to public.

Vigilance Awareness Week - November 7 to 12
AWARENESS IS LIKE THE SUN, WHEN IT SHINES ON
THINGS

THEY

ARE

TRANSFORMED,

BRINGING

FORTH FREEDOM IN ITS WAKE.

Reaching Outdoor

Paving No Corruption Tracks

Vigilance Awareness Week was observed at the campus
based on the theme "Public Participation in Promoting
Integrity and Eradicating Corruption". Our students took
the lead in a series of activities such as designing and
putting up banners and posters on the subject, organising
and participating in marathons, conducting special talks
at assembly, taking an e-pledge and more.

We Pledge…
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LEARNING EXPERIENCES@
SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS

The children attended the session with a lot of interest
as Mr. Thomaier spoke on the essentials of personality,
physical quotient, intelligence and the other necessary

Mr. Jörg Thomaier, CEO Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH

balance that needs to be maintained to touch the zenith.

and Head of IP Bayer Group, Germany, visited the campus

The students asked questions on a cashless economy

and conducted an interactive session on tips for success.

and other financial issues.

International Handshakes

COLOURS & STROKES

Samarpita Mahadani, class VIII

Ronit Irom, class XII
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Shourya Negi, class XII

Deepak Jhakar, class VII
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